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though increasing modifications of thought and behavior re-
garding the importance of the family abound in the united states
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints has stressed the
importance of family life since its inception in a time when mar-
riage and family solidarity are being questioned as important val-
ues by many groups in the social spectrum numerous mormon
couples have expressed increasing pressures to modify their tradi-
tional beliefs and decrease their family size as part of their own
personal solution to growing world problems not only has gov-
ernment pressure been applied in various parts of the world
against larger families but public magazines and professional jour-
nals alike have generally reported the need for small families in
contemporary society as an answer to the population explosion
especially where this concern for space and resources relates to
matters of education

one of the more popular arguments for that stance suggests
that children in small families perform better academically because
of the intensity of their interaction with their parents this posi-
tion argues that intensity of interaction is demonstrated by paren-
tal involvement in the childs study leading directly to higher
achievement on the part of the child it further suggests that with
the increase in the number of children comes a diminution of
adult child interaction and subsequently a lower achievement level
for the children of larger families

in a recent article in which the relationship of family size and
the wellbeingwell being of its members were discussed james lieberman in-
dicated that

in 1964 the presidential task force on manpower conservation
found that about 70 percent of selective service rejects came from
families of four children or more though only 33 percent of the na-
tions children came from such families A further breakdown
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showed that 47 percent of the rejects came from the 11 percent of
the children who were members of families with six or more off-
spring interpretation of these results is difficult because large family
size and poverty were associated and could not be separated for anal-
ysis 1

though liebermanbermanlebermanUe did point out the inadequacy of the data be-
cause proper statistical control of socioeconomic status was not
possible his inclusion of the example above as one demonstrating
how family size affects children is not warranted without such a
control the data have little meaning

furthermore we can find conflict even among family research-
ers who study the effects of family size and intelligence joe wray
states that the effects of family size on intelligence which he re-
ports as an inverse relationship cannot be justified in terms of so-
cial class differerences 2 but darwin thomas in reexamining the
same data concludes that social class does account for the differ-
ence 53 robert zajonc suggests that in order to have brainier chil-
dren couples should keep them few and far between 4 his re-
search has recently been reported widely in the scientific as well as
the popular media he argues that the average intellectual environ-
ment decreases as infants join a family thus if the father and
mother each have an IQ of 100 and a child is born the average
family IQ would decrease markedly assuming the child would
have only an IQ of 20 or 30 or so by the time the second child
was born the first child would raise his IQ a bit but the second
child would be born and as a consequence the average would de-
crease with each additional child while his data comes from a
large group the additional IQ differences of 100 and 100.51005 which
he cites as an example would not be significant

other researchers have pointed out that academic achievement
is not a function of family size 5
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considering the difficulties of arriving at any solid conclusions
when faced with such a variety of ideas and interpretations of
data we undertook the following study in an attempt to provide
more information regarding this problem we will examine the
relationship of family size and school achievement and in addition
to family size we will hold constant the effects of socioeconomic
status sex and church membership

it may be argued that parents who have few children would
not only be able to provide more resources of an economic nature
but would also be in a position to offer more adult to child con-
tact assuming that such adult contact should promote better
grades on the other hand one may argue that a child who has
more sibsbibs will have more interaction with them including some
assistance with school problems which should then yield higher
grades the truth is that a student with a math problem today
may receive little or no help from a parent educated some years
ago without the new math

we expect that when we examine achievement in terms of
grades most of the variance can be explained in terms of social
class that is larger families are generally from the lower classes
and their class position would negatively affect the grades the chil-
dren receive one possible explanation for this phenomenon is
that high schools appear to be oriented toward the middle class
eg typically teachers and administrators are recruited from the

middle class or by definition they are upwardly mobile members
of the working class consequently there seem to be organization-
al factors inherent in the system that reduce the chances for the
lower class studentsstudent to obtain good grades

sex is reported to be an important factor in explaining differ-
ential high school grades female students have higher grade point
averages than male students however males do better than the fe-
males in the composite american college testing program ACT
scores 6 the effect of sex on academic achievement was therefore
controlled in this study

religion was also controlled in the current study because of the
reported religious differences in the areas of motivation and
achievement donald light and suzanne keller 1975 report dif-
ferencesferen ces in the dropout rates by religion and in involvement in
higher education but conclude that the religious differences are
not well understood 7

6amcricanamerican college testing program technical report for the ACT assessment program iowa
cirycitygryory iowa ACT publications 1973

donald light jr and suzanne keller Sociosociologylogy new york alfredalftedaifred A knopf 1975
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THE SAMPLE

we have reported the responses from 2926 male adolescents
and 3127 female adolescents n6053 from forty six different
high schools the sample approximates a cluster sample A cluster
sample represents data obtained from the boundaries of a series of
randomly selected geographic areas from which subsequently the
researcher might draw his respondents randomly or systematically
the operating plan in this instance was to obtain respondents
from high schools in all major regions of the united states how-
ever the sample turned out to be slightly biased in favor of the
intermountain west the northeastern portion of the country is
underrepresentedunderrepunderrep resented because of the interest of high school adminis-
trators in this research the refusal rate was lower than originally
anticipated only seven school districts declined the invitation to
participate in the research three of those districts were in the
northeast

in some cases all of the students who were invited to partici-
pate went into the school auditorium or gymnasium in other
cases the questionnaires were administered in the classrooms all
students were instructed how to complete the questionnaire
within each of the individual high schools the sample consisted
of either the total population in school that day or a cluster
sample selected from required classes such as english mathematics
or health

students reported their grades family size and information
which allowed analysis of social class fathers education occupa-
tion and source of income

social class was found to be important as a determinant of
grades as may be observed in the table which follows As the
table indicates the grade point average is related positively to so-
cial class with an upper class average of 2.90290290 middle class of 2.61261
and lower class of 2.44244 where a 4.00400 grade point average equals an

A these differences areasare as we would expect
A comparison of male female differences indicates that the fe-

male students in the upper and middle class do better than the
male students in those classes however this reverses for the lower
class generally all studies indicate better achievement for the fe-
male student in high school

while the differences are not statistically significant in general
the LDS students have an equal or higher GPA with the excep-
tion of the lower class males there mormonscormons fare badly protes
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THE relationship OF FAMILY
AND SCHOOL GRADE POINT AVERAGE BY

SOCIAL CLASS SEX AND RELIGION

upper class
2.90290

male
2.85285285

no religion catholic LDS protestant
2.81281 2.70270270 2.90290 2.86286286

small 2.83283283285 2.76276276 2.94294294 2.86286286

large 2.72272272 2.62262 2.86286286 2.88288

female
2.96296296

no religion catholic LDS protestant
2.93293295 2.83283283285 3.05305505 2.96296296

small 3.06306306506 2.90290 3.04304304504 2.96296296

large 2.55255255 2.71271 3.06306306506 2.94294294

middle class
2.61261

male
2.51251251

no religion catholic LDS protestant
2.50250250 2.43243243245 2.61261 2.50250250

small 2.48248248 2.44244244 2.63263263265 2.52252252

large 2.56256256 2.42242 2.59259259 2.47247247

female
2.70270270

no religion catholic LDS protestant

2552.55255 2.66266266 2.86286286 2.68268
small 2.59259259 2.72272272 2.88288288 2.70270270

large 2.46246246 2582.58258 2.84284284 2.64264
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lower class
2.44244244

male
2.48248248

no religion catholic LDS protestant
2.54254254 2.39239239259 2.27227227 2.57257257

small 2.49249249 2.39239239259 2.09209209 2.48248248

large 2.59259259 2.39239239259 2.38238238258 2.61261

female
2.70270270

no religion catholic LDS protestant
2.40240240 2.32232232252 2.43243243245 2.43243243245

small 2.80280 2.31231251 2.59259259 2.43243243245

largeurge 1.60160igo 2.33233235255 2.32232232 2.43243243245

indicates a significant difference

tantscants rate higher than catholics and all groups designated as reli-
gious are higher than those in the no religion category jews
were excluded from this phase of the study because the number in
our sample was too small to use

having noted the effects of class sex and religion controlled
variables we can now examine the effects of family size small
families were designated as those with five or fewer children and
large with six or more children in fifteen of the cells the small
family is associated with a higher GPA in two cells the GPA is
equal and in seven cells the larger families have the higher GPAs

when these differences for family size were statistically tested
however there were only two cells of family size which were dif-
ferent using a difference of means test the upper class females
with no religion and the lower class females with no religion

conclusion
we may conclude therefore that family size is not an impor-

tant determinant of grades achieved by high school students if a
couple should make a decision to limit the size of their family it
ought to involve reasons other than the academic achievement of
their children
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we suggest that much of the literature dealing with family
size as it may influence the sibsbibs needs to be more carefully exam-
ined while the data here examine family size only as it relates to
the achievement of grades the finding of no relationship between
grades and family size appears to be significant other variables
should also be examined to test the accuracy of statements made
by some proponents of the superior position of the small family
other preliminary findings from our data suggest that other varia-
bles will not be unlike that of achieved grades

different religions may respond in different manners but mor-
mon parents who are dedicated to the self actualizing of their chil-
dren could increase interpersonal contact and not set the family
aside or limit it for personal or economic gain president david
0 mckay once said

having children is a physical process by the experience but the ex-
perienceperi ence is a spiritual one as well it involves continuous self sacrifices
of many kinds possibly even the sacrifice of immediate financial
security it is through the choice of spiritual values where they
conflict with material values that true security is to be found 8

most mormon activities form a nucleus around the family and
perhaps such programs as the family home evening program and
others would allow a mormon couple to have more interpersonal
contact at least collective contact with family members even
though they have more children then the average couple

8daviddavidcdavid 0 mckay church news 19 february 1952 p 4
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